
Over the centuries different races have come to Galloway, each has left its  mark, 
not least by the language they spoke and the place names they left behind them. 
Gaelic was once widely spoken in south-west Scotland, spoken by the Scots, who 
came across the North Channel from Ireland.  Further north they set up the king-
dom of Dalriada in the 6th century.  They may well have settled in Galloway 
around the same time or it may have been later during the days of a Gaelic/Norse 
kingdom around the Irish Sea, with Dublin as its  centre. Opinion differs.  Either 
way Gaelic was spoken, especially in the west of Galloway until the 17th century 
and the first rulers of what we now refer to as Scotland were Kings of the Scots 
of Dalriada.
 

 Gaelic comes from a group of Celtic languages, which make up one of the old-
est linguistic groups in Europe.  It does not make use of eight of the 26 letters 
of the alphabet and some letters are pronounced very differently from how they 
would be in English.  For more information on Gaelic please see the following 
websites:http://www.learngaelic.net  http://gaidhligdumgal.org  http://www.
smo.uhi.ac.uk/en/
 

While the original Scots spoke Gaelic, 
the Scots language, confusingly, 
is derived from Old English, which 
was brought into Galloway by the 
Northumbrians.  Increasingly Scots 
was the language that people used 
for commerce.
 Add to this that Gaelic had been 
the language of some of the troops 
billeted on Galloway folk during the 
Covenanter persecutions, its  de-
cline is understandable in south-
west Scotland. Gaelic fell out of use; 
the spelling of the places, named by 
Gaelic speakers, altered to suit the 
eyes of those who spoke the Scots 
language.  
 Here is  a selection, along with how 
they would have appeared in Gaelic, 
with meanings and where they are 
located in the Glenkens.

Gaelic place names in the Glenkens

Lost in translation
Once, people spoke their maps.

Everyone knew where lay 
rough moorland of the perilous region, 

the hill of the eagle,
mountain of awesome grandeur.

Once, people were wary of the crag 
of the storm-swept range, made pilgrimage to

the hill of the memorial pile or that other,
above the hollow of the warrior’s tomb

Once, people spoke their land
and what it meant to them,  

before strangers, with inflexible tongues,
bringing pen and parchment, plotted

names which whisper only an echo 
of what they once were:

Palgowan, Benyellery, Mulwharchar,
Craigmasheenie, Pinbreck, 

Corrafeckloch.

By Mary Smith http://www.marysmith.co.uk/poetry4.asp

This leaflet is put together by Gaidhlig Dumgal, a 
community group to support and encourage anyone with 
an interest in Gaelic resident in or visiting Dumfries and 
Galloway
It may come as a surprise to you that there was such a 

strong Gaelic influence so far south in Scotland.  Gaelic is reputed to have sur-
vived in Galloway and Carrick into the seventeenth, or even eighteenth centuries, 
when John Knox preached the Reformation to the ‘common people of Galloway 
and Nithsdale’ in 1562 he was able to do so in Scots with no need to translate the 
word of God into Gaelic. Gaelic is therefore likely to have given way to Scots in 
Dumfries and Galloway by the 1560s.
 However, after 700 years, Gaelic had become firmly embedded in the landscape 
of Dumfries and Galloway. Herbert Maxwell’s ‘The Place Names of Galloway’ was 
published in 1930. Of the 8000 place names Maxwell listed, 7500 are Gaelic
 We are proud to support our oldest surviving1 native language and the part it 
continues to play in our rich culture and heritage. We hope you find the content 
interesting and that it adds to your enjoyment of your time in Bonnie Gallowa’.

1The oldest is Brythonic Welsh, spoken by the British tribes liveing in the area before, during, and after 
the Roman conquest.  How an ever the language no longer exists.

Gaelic place names in the Glenkens



Loch is used throughout Scotland to mean a stretch of water; it’s a Gaelic 
word.
Glen is also used throughout Scotland to mean a valley with steep sides; 
it’s a Gaelic word but would be spelt Gleann (pronounced Gleawn) in its 
original.
Here are some others to try, but remember in Gaelic the word order is 
different to English…so Noun (naming word) comes first; adjective 
(describing word) comes second. Spelling changed over the years as the 
Gaelic names were adapted into Scots.

Scots name    As it might have been in Gaelic

Dalry     Dàl righ
Dalsheangan   Dàl seangan
Balmaclellan    Baile MacLellain
Knocksheen    Cnoc sidhein
Knocklae    Cnoc laoidh
Carsfad    Carsfada
Carsphairn    Cars Fèairn
Glenlee    Gleann liath
Fintloch    Fionn tulach
Brockloch    Broclach
Loch Dungeon   Loch an Daingean
Lochdoon    Loch dùin
Polmaddy    Pol nam madaidh
Polshag    Pol seabhac
Bennan    Am Beinnean
Millfore    Meall fuar
Lochinvar    Loch a’bharra
Grennan    Grian

What the Gaelic words mean:

a’bharra (of the height), Baile (town), Beinn (mountain), bhainne (of 
milk), Broc (badger), Cars (land near a river), Cnoc (hill), Dàl (meadow), 
daingean (fastness), dùin (of the fort), Dùn (fort), fada (long), Fhèairn 
(of alders), Fionn (fair), Fuar (cold), Grian (sun), laoidh (of calves), liath 
(grey), MacLeinnain (MacLellan), madaidh (of dogs), Meall (round hill), 
Pol (burn), Righ (king), seabhac (hawk), seangan (ants), sidhein (fairies), 
tulach (small hill).
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